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ABILITY TO PREVIEW THE
"DESCRIPTION" RICH TEXT
FIELD (AND SIMILAR FIELDS)
IN TRACKER ITEMS

Status
 Pending

Priority
2 Must

Task
Ability to preview the "Description" rich text field (and similar fields) in tracker items

Add a timesheet

Add a timesheet for this task
Description
When you open a ticket, you can write with the Tiki (and soon MarkDown) syntax in the
"Description"... but you can't preview anything until you save/create the ticket... which is annoying
trial-and-error, and everytime I have to "edit and try again" to try to correct some messed up syntax,
then everybody gets spammed with an extra email for nothing.

Just like in wiki pages, or the comments editing field, there should be a preview tab (or even better,
side-by-side realtime preview as an alternative to the WYSIWYG editor) so that I can see in realtime
what I'm doing before hitting the Save button. I mean, it works for comments within a tracker item, I
don't see why it couldn't work for the main description too.

You should also make that textfield 2x bigger/taller by default on desktop (non-mobile) versions, by
the way. Scrolling a tiny textfield sucks, and it will suck even more with a rich text preview.
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1- Visible to Anonymous (Public content)
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by Jeff Fortin T.
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Comments

Comment for edit #4
benoit.gregoire 2023-10-02 15:36
Raised priority but moved back to blocked after discussion with Marc Laporte. Either
this is 24.x specific (I couldn't reproduce on master). Or it's caused by something
specific to avan-tech and we'll see when we upgrade in a few weeks.

https://avan.tech/user-profile?tr_user=benoit.gregoire
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